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ABSTRACT: The routing protocol is very helpful to transfer the data from source to destination node. The dynamic 
routing protocol is reactive on demand routing protocol which utilizes source routing and manage routes lively. It uses 
two phases: route discovery and route maintenance. DSR is the routing protocol in which correspondent find the right 
order of nodes of which a packet is transmitted.  High overhead included in broadcasting while route generation is a 
restricting factor of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol used for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). During 
data delivery, it appears that we fully advantageous from DSR if the route is not long enough. In this paper, we 
introduce two modifications of DSR algorithm to improve its performance. In the changed DSR approach, to decrease 
flooding overhead, multicasting technique is utilized. Again, for decreasing packet length, in situation of longer route, 
the route is truncated after a predetermined no. of hops. Some simulations indicate that the novel modified algorithm 
(Improved DSR) performs better as compared to the DSR algorithm. In this paper, to examine the several routes among 
nodes in the network ant colony optimization algorithm is employed. The performance analysis of DSR routing 
protocol is examined by using ACO with various QoS parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) [1] is a type of wireless ad-hoc network, and is a self organizing network of 
mobile routers (and connected hosts) linked by wireless connections – the union of which make an arbitrary 
configuration [1]. Along with current growth of the ad hoc networks, their required size will become large. It is hence 
needed to ensure the management of the large ad hoc networks effectively. Some routing protocols have been 
introduced for the ad hoc networks. They are categorized into hierarchical routing protocols and plane routing protocols 
[2]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the plane routing protocols are consisted of source-initiated on-demand driven (Reactive) 
and table driven (Proactive) protocols [3]. 
 

                                                   
Figure 1. MANET 

 
In the on-demand routing protocols, a route to a destination node is needed only when there is a data packet to send to 
that destination node. In principle, every source floods route request packets in the network to discover the route. In 
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DSR [4], when the destination obtains the request packet, it forwards back the route response packet consisting the 
complete route from the source node to the destination node along the back route to the source node. 
High overhead, included in broadcasting during route generation, is a restricting factor of Dynamic Source Routing 
(DSR) protocol when used for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). This paper examines through simulating an 
enhancement of basic DSR to improve its performance. In the Enhanced-DSR (E-DSR), to decrease Route Request 
Packet overhead, multicasting technique is utilized employing Route Record field of Route Request option. Again, in 
situation of longer route in the packet header, the route is truncated after a predetermined no. of hops to decrease the 
packet length. The Dynamic Source Routing protocol permits mobile sources to determine paths towards any required 
destination dynamically [4, 5]. Each data packet involves entire list of nodes, which the packet must pass before it 
arrives the destination node. Thus, all nodes that send or overhear these packets may record routing information for 
future usage. DSR can support fast network configuration modifications and service even asymmetric connections; it 
can successfully discover paths and send packets in unidirectional connection environments. Furthermore, like AODV 
[6], it has a technique for on-demand route management, so there are no periodic configuration update packets. When 
connection failures happen, only those nodes which send packets through those connections must obtain proper routing 
advertisements. Additionally, DSR permits source nodes to obtain and record more than one path towards a particular 
destination. Intermediary nodes have the chance to choose another cached route as soon as they are reported about a 
connection failure. 
When a source that wants to forward data to a specific destination, first examines to whether it has a route in its cache 
for that destination node. If it does, it will utilize that route by placing (in the data packet header) the sequence of hops 
that the packet must adopt to arrive the destination. If there is no such route recorded in the local cache, then the source 
will start a new path discovery mechanism, by flooding a Route Request to its neighborhood. This message has the 
source and destination addresses, a request ID and an ordered intermediary node’s address list, via which this message 
has traversed. This node list blank initially when the message leaves the source node (it has not yet traversed any other 
node). After that, each other node that obtains this request message parses it to view if it is the targeted destination. 
Each node processes the request according to the below steps: 

1. If the initiator’s address for this route request is detected in this host’s list of recently viewed requests, then 
drop the route request packet and do not process it further. 

2. If this host’s address is already listed in the route record in the request, then drop the route request packet and 
do not process it further. 

3. If the destination of the request matches this host’s own address, then the route record in the packet consist the 
route by which the request arrived this host from the route request initiator. Return a copy of this route in a 
route response packet to the initiator. 

4. Else, add this host’s own address to the route record in the route request packet and re-broadcast the request. 
 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Ammar Odeh et al.[1]: In this paper, authors analyze a MANET’s performance for two proactive protocols; Ad Hoc 
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) Protocol, and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol. By using network 
simulator NS2, we setup and evaluate the performance of AODV and DSR protocols with respect to the packets’ size. 
The different performance metrics were investigated with respect to packets’ size. DSR has shown better performance 
in terms of efficiency for a packet size less than 700 bytes. In our simulation, we are studying the relation between 
different MANET performance parameters with respect to packets’ size. 
Aarti et al.[2]: In this paper, authors explained the characteristics, challenge, application, security goal and different 
types of security attacks in mobile ad-hoc network. Ad-Hoc network routing protocols are commonly divided into three 
main classes; Proactive , reactive and hybrid protocols .In MANET, all networking functions such as routing and 
packet forwarding, are performed by nodes themselves in a self-organizing manner. MANET vulnerable to various 
kinds of security attacks like warm hole, black hole, rushing attack. Attacks are classified into two categories. Active 
attack and passive attacks. 
Chintan kanani et al.[3]: In this paper, authors modified the ad hoc on demand multipath distance vector (AOMDV) 
for multipath routing using ant colony for MANET. In these authors describe the difference between ant-AODV and 
AOMDV on their working that in case of ant-AODV, RREQ message packets are sent to single path, in case of ant 
AOMDV RREQ message packet are sent to multiple path. The differences between both protocols are shown by using 
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performance matrices packet delivery fraction, normal routing load and packet drop. The main focus of the work is to 
reduce the routing overhead, congestion and increase the performance Cygurin and NS-allinane 2.34 simulation tool is 
used. 
Dweepna Garg et al.[4]: In this paper, writers show a novel routing algorithm for multi-hop, mobile ad-hoc networks. 
The protocol depends on swarm intelligence. Ant colony Algorithms are a group of swarm intelligence and assume the 
capability of simple ants to resolve complicated issues by cooperation. The major challenge in this type of networks is 
to determine a path among the communication end points, what is critical through the node mobility. Data packets 
routing is only through optimum route which is created by route discovery stage as described by ACOR. Route 
maintenance is performed periodically to retain optimum route. The primary objective of the protocol design is to 
decrease the routing overhead and refer to the protocol as the Ant Colony Optimization Routing (ACOR). 
Diya Naresh Vadhwani et al.[5]: In this Paper, writers analysis the DSR performance. Reactive Manet routing 
protocols is built for delay and throughput utilizing the OPNET simulation tool. The DSR protocol is examined based 
on HTTP traffic because currently the internet applications are more significant for secure interaction. DSR is reactive 
Manet routing protocol. Here the DSR routing protocol is examined with HTTP. The traffic parameters i.e. DSR 
routing traffic obtained and forwarded are examined for 50, 70 and 100 nodes. The HTTP traffic obtained and 
forwarded is also examined for 50, 70 and 100 nodes. From the above simulation the performance matrices i.e. delay 
and throughput are examined for 50, 70 and 100 mobile nodes for DSR routing protocol. From above it is realized 
analysis that throughput is more in 100 nodes as compared to 50 and 70.Also the delay is less for 70 nodes in 
comparison of 50. 

 
III. ACO BASED TECHNIQUE 

 
AntNet is an adaptive routing algorithm motivated by ant colonies to resolve routing issues in wired networks. An 
AntNet node manages probabilistic entries in the routing table, showing the path goodness. Every node periodically 
forwards a forward ant packet to determine routes to a arbitrary destination. Forward ants determine the network for a 
low cost and viable path, storing each node it visits. Once it reaches at the target node, it is translated into a backward 
ant. The backward ant backs to the source node adopting the reverse path. Every intermediary node maintains its 
routing tables from the backward ant information. Ants communicate and interact indirectly by maintaining the routing 
tables, hence collaboratively resolve the global network routing optimization issue. 
Antnet Algorithm 

 At periodic intervals, from each network node, a forward ant is established with a arbitrarily chosen 
destination node. While going towards their target node.  

 The forward ants record their paths and the traffic situations. At every node, every forward ant selects the next 
node.  

 If all the neighbor nodes have not been visited, then the next neighbor is selected among the nodes that have 
not been visited.  

 If all the neighbor nodes have been visited previously, then the next node is selected in a uniform way among 
all the neighboring nodes. The forward ant is pushed to return to a prior visited node.  

 With a small possibility, the next node may be selected in a uniform way among all the neighbor nodes.  
 If a cycle is determined, i.e., if the ant is pushed to return to an already traversed node.  
 When the target node is arrived, the forward ant creates a backward ant. The backward ant uses the similar 

path as the corresponding forward ant, but in the reverse direction.  
 Reaching at a node coming from a neighboring node, the backward ant maintains the routing table Tr, for all 

the entries corresponding to the target node.  
                       

IV. ANT DYNAMIC SOURCE ROUTING (ADSR) 
 

This paper introduces an improved variation of DSR based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) known as Ant 
Dynamic Source Routing (ADSR) and it considers into account of three QoS parameters jitter, delay and energy. 
Two most successful swarm intelligence methods are Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO). ACO is a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm that can be utilized to determine approximate 
solutions to complex combinatorial optimization issues. In ACO artificial ants make solutions moving on the problem 
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graph and they are imitating real ants, International Journal of Computer Science and Security, volume (2) issue (3) 
deposit artificial pheromone on the graph in such a manner that future artificial ants can make better solutions. ACO 
has been used successfully to an impressive no. of optimization issues. PSO is a global minimization method for 
dealing with issues in which a best solution can be shown as a surface or point in an n-dimensional space. ACO is 
application of ant’s nature to complicate computational optimization issues. ACO is motivated by the foraging nature 
of ant colonies, whereas they are capable to determine shortest path between two points through collective learning. 
Learning is obtained by deposition of a chemical known as pheromone. ACO depends on real ant’s nature in 
determining a route to food nest. It has been realized that of existed routes, ants determine shortest route to food nest. 
To obtain this, ant interacts through deposition of chemical substance known as pheromone along the route. Shortest 
path has greatest concentration yielding to more and more ants utilizing this route. 
 

                                          
Figure 2: Flowchart of A-DSR shortening packet header length 
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V. SIMULATION AND RESULT 
 

In A-DSR, the basic issue of DSR has been enhanced by decreasing Route Request overhead and decreasing packet 
length which has been indicated by utilizing the extended version of OPNET[12] and . In the simulation, it has been 
indicated that the performance of A-DSR is much better as compared to DSR. Here it is considered that, the ad-hoc 
network contains 100 wireless nodes, moving about over 2500 X 2000 flat spaces for 300 s of simulated time. For 
enabling direct, fair comparisons between the DSR and the E-DSR, it was severe to challenge the protocols with similar 
loads and environmental situations. Each simulator run accepts a scenario file as input that explains the exact motion of 
every node and the exact packets sequence Generated by every node, together with the exact time at which every 
change takes place in motion or packet creation. However every protocol was changed in a same manner, the 
performance of these protocols can directly be compared. 
4.1 Route Request Packet Overhead 
For the same network E-DSR decreases flooding of packets. Fig  2 shows this idea. From the graph, it can be concluded 
that, as the no. of nodes increases in a network, no. of flood packet is decreased in ESDR in comparison of DSR. 
4.2 Control Packet Overhead 
In DSR, broadcasting of every Route request packet includes various consecutive control packets i.e. MAC, RTR [4, 
7]. So, decrement of Route Request packets in E-DSR also decreases control packet overhead. The measurement of 
DSR routing protocol and its optimization utilizing ant colony algorithm is explained in this.  Fig 3 illustrates the delay 
of ACO_DSR and DSR. ACO_DSR generates better results as compared to other routing protocols. This is due to the 
Ant colony technique in this the shortest path once discovered then all the routing that is transfer of packets take place 
on that path which overcomes the route finding process. So here the ACO_DSR delay is less than DSR. 
 

             
Figure 3. Delay: ACO_DSR Vs DSR 

 
Fig 4 represents the routing load of DSR and ACO_DSR. ACO_DSR and DSR are pure reactive protocol with no zone 
concept. When the network size increases a vehicle has more choices for routes to destination node which proves the 
process to be multi path form. As there is using an ant colony procedure to optimize the protocol these initially 
represents a high result in comparison of other protocols which is indicated below. So the ACO_DSR has less routing 
load in comparison of DSR and same path searching takes place in reactive routing protocol. 
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Figure 4. Routing Load: ACO_DSR Vs DSR 

 
Fig 5 depicts the analysis of percentage of packet delivery ratio. As a result the packet delivery ratio increase as no. of 
nodes increases. The packet delivery ratio increases in the ant colony optimization mechanism. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Packet delivery ratio ACO_DSR vs DSR 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper we introduce a swarm based optimization mechanism to enhance the DSR protocol performance for 
vehicular ad hoc network. DSR is appropriate for VANET due to its self organizing and maintenance characteristics. 
As explained in the results, ant colony optimization method works properly for vehicular ad hoc network and enhance 
the several quality of service parameters i.e. jitter, end to end delay, energy consumption in the network, packet 
delivery ratio and routing load. The DSR routing protocol provides excellent performance utilizing the ACO algorithm 
for multi hop wireless ad hoc network, so using ACO with DSR will be flexible and optimal for data packages routing 
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in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). This work concentrates and outline on the usage of ACO in the VANET 
routing algorithms. 
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